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Abstract: This paper presents a meta-heuristic, which is based on the Threshold Accepting 
combined with modified Nearest Neighbor and Exchange procedures, to solve the Vehicle 
Routing Problem with Backhauls and Time Windows (VRPBTW). The VRPBTW assumes 
that trucks initially start from the depot, deliver goods to the linehaul customers, successively 
pickup goods from the backhaul consumers, and finally return to depot. Eighty-one instances 
are generated to identify the performance of the proposed meta-heuristic. Four experiments 
are designed and related parameters are set. Numerical results imply the following 
conclusions: (1) modified Nearest Neighbor procedures are superior to the traditional Nearest 
Neighbor; (2) among three TA frameworks, TA2 experiences better performance than others; 
and (3) the average fleet size is reduced from 18.54 to 15.18 and the average routing time is 
diminished from 1770.83 to 1267.09. In sum, the proposed TA meta-heuristic actually 
provides an efficient and robust tool for VRPBTW applications. 
 
Key Words: meta-heuristic, threshold accepting, vehicle routing problem, backhauls, time 
windows 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
The Vehicle Routing Problem with Backhauls and Time Windows (VRPBTW), which 
simultaneously considers the operational sequence of delivery and pickup as well as the 
service time interval of customers, is an extensive variant of the classical Vehicle Routing 
Problem (VRP). The VRPBTW involves two different subsets of customers known as 
linehauls and backhauls. A linehaul customer requires a given quantity of goods from a 
central depot, whereas a given quantity of goods is collected from a backhaul customer and 
brought back to the depot. Moreover, the backhauls must be visited after the linehauls in each 
route. Additionally, each customer must be serviced within a specified time interval (or time 
window). The lower and upper bounds of the time window define the earliest and latest time 
for the beginning of service at the customer. Hence, a vehicle is not allowed to begin service 
at a customer location after its time window’s upper bound. Furthermore, a waiting time is 
incurred if a vehicle reaches a customer before the lower bound. Each customer also has a 
specified maneuvering time which is the time spent by the vehicle to load or unload the goods. 
The total route time of a vehicle is the sum of travel time (which is proportional to the 
distance traveled), waiting time and maneuvering time. The first objective of the VRPBTW is 
to minimize the fleet size (i.e., number of vehicles). Then, for the same fleet size, minimize 
the total routing time to service all customers, without violating the capacity of each vehicle 
and the time windows of each customer. 
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The backhauling operation of trucks comes from practical considerations. Since most vehicles 
are rear-loaded, it is often inconvenient to rearrange onboard delivery loads to accommodate 
new pick-up loads. This precedence constraint is frequently adopted in order to reduce empty 
travel and to save cost for the LTL (Less than Truck-Load) transport carriers and home 
delivery companies. Examples of vehicle routing problems with backhauls are mostly found 
in land-based distribution systems (e.g., grocery industry, where linehaul customers are 
supermarkets and backhaul customers are grocery suppliers). Successful application of the 
VRPBTW to the real-world cases will improve the performance of distribution. For example, 
Yano et al. (1987) describe an interesting application for Quality Stores, a Michigan-based 
retail chain of approximately 40 stores with one centralized distribution center located near 
Toledo, OH. Quality Stores owns or leases 11 trucks, which are nearly identical with respect 
to weight and volume of shipments. This fleet is used to deliver goods to stores and pickup 
goods from nearby suppliers. Quality Stores has found that the savings realized from using its 
fleet rather than common carriers to backhaul goods from suppliers located near its stores 
helped it to save US$450,000 in 1986. 
 
Although many different heuristic and exact algorithms may be found in the literature for 
vehicle routing problems with backhauls (VRPB) or for vehicle routing problems with time 
windows (VRPTW), only a few recent papers are devoted to the VRPBTW. Due that the 
computational complexity of VRPBTW is NP-hard (Thangiah et al., 1996), efficient heuristic 
approaches are eagerly necessary for solving the VRPBTW. In this article, we present a 
meta-heuristic approach, which integrates the Threshold Accepting (TA) meta-strategy with 
the implementation techniques of traditional local search algorithms, to solve the VRPBTW. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a mathematical definition and 
formulation of the VRPBTW, then, surveys the existing solution methods of the VRPBTW 
and the concepts of the TA approach. Section 3 describes the details of TA meta-heuristic for 
the VRPBTW. Computational results are reported in Section 4 on 81 newly created VRPBTW 
instances with 100 customers. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper. 
 
 
2. PROBLE DEFINITION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Mathematical Formulation of VRPBTW 
 

Let G = (N, A) be a complete undirected graph with node set N and arc set A = {(i, j)| i, j ∈ N}. 
The node set is partitioned into N = {{0}, L, B}, where 0 is the depot, L is the set of linehaul 
customers, L = {1, …, n}, and B is the set of backhaul customers, B = {n+1, …, n+m}. Each 

node i ∈ N is associated with: (1) a non negative quantity ai or bi of goods to be delivered or 
picked up; (2) a time window [ei, li], where ei and li are the lower and upper bound of the time 
window, respectively (and where e0 is the earliest start time of each vehicle from the depot 
and l0 the latest return time); and (3) a maneuvering time sj for loading or unloading the goods 
(with s0 = 0). Finally, a symmetric traveling time matrix T = [tij] satisfying the triangle 
inequality is defined on E. 
 
Given a fleet of identical vehicles, V = {1, …, v}, each with capacity d, the VRPBTW then 
consists of finding a set of vehicle routes with minimal costs (fleet size and routing time), 
originating from and terminating at the depot, such that: (1) each vehicle services one route; 
(2) each customer node i is visited exactly once; (3) the quantity of goods on-board never 
exceeds the vehicle capacity; (4) the linehaul customers precede the backhauls on each 
vehicle route; (5) the start time on each vehicle route is greater than or equal to the time 
window’s lower bound at depot; (6) the return time on each vehicle route is less than or equal 
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to the time window’s upper bound at depot; (7) the time of beginning of service at each node i 
is less than or equal to the time window’s upper bound li; and (8) the time of beginning of 
service at each vertex i is greater than or equal to the time window’s lower bound ei. The 
mathematical formulation of VRPBTW, which is modified from Goetschalckx and 
Jacobs-Belcha (1989), can be described as follows, where xijk = 1 if arc (i, j) is traversed by 
vehicle k, 0 otherwise; uik = 1 if linehaul customer i is served by vehicle k, 0 otherwise; vik = 1 
if backhaul customer i is served by vehicle k, 0 otherwise; ti = real variable to denote the time 
starting to serve customer i; and T is a extremely large value. 
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Equations (1) and (2) are objective functions which minimize the fleet size and the routing 
time respectively. Constraint sets (3) and (4) separately state that each linehaul customer and 
each backhaul customer must be served by exactly one vehicle. Constraint sets (5) and (6) 
indict that the aggregated demand for delivery and pick-up in vehicle k could not exceed the 
capacity of vehicle. Constraint sets (7) and (8) commonly describe the relationships of flow 
conservation. Constraint set (9) states that precedence of linehaul and backhaul in each 
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vehicle k, where backhaul customers must be served after linehaul customers. Constraint set 
(10), which calculates the earliest starting time to serve customer j, guarantees that sub-tour 
could be breaking. Equation set (11) is the time window constraint of serving customer i. 
Constraint sets (12), (13) and (14) define the domain of decision variables respectively. 
 
2.2 Existing Methods for VRPBTW 
 
In this sub-section, we review the exact algorithm, heuristics, and meta-heuristics for solving 
the VRPBTW. Gélinas et al. (1995) proposed an exact algorithm, based on a column 
generation technique for solving a set partitioning formulation of the VRPBTW. This 
algorithm found optimal solutions to different problems, with up to 100 customers, derived 
from those found in Solomon’s (1983) VRPTW test set. 
 
A parallel insertion heuristic, Push-Forward Insertion Heuristic (PFIH), for the VRPBTW is 
proposed in Kontoravdis and Bard (1995). This heuristic uses an efficient method for inserting 
customers into the routes, and was applied to problems with up to 100 customers and 3 
vehicles. Thangiah et al. (1996) propose a heuristic based on the insertion procedure of 
Kontoravdis and Bard (1995) to obtain initial solutions to the VRPBTW. Then, the initial 

solutions are improved through the application of λ-interchanges and 2-opt* exchanges, 
which previously developed for the VRPTW only. This two-phase heuristic was used to solve 
problems of size 25, 50 and 100 (Gélinas et al., 1995), for which the optimal solution is 
known in most cases. In addition, the heuristic was tested on 24 newly created problems of 
size 250 and 500. 
 
Potvin et al. (1996) present a Genetic Algorithm (GA) which is combined with a greedy route 
construction heuristic. The greedy heuristic inserts the customers one by one into the routes, 
using a fixed ordering of customers. The genetic algorithm is used to find good orderings for 
the insertion heuristic. In Duhamel and Potvin (1997), a Tabu Search (TS) meta-heuristic is 
proposed to solve the VRPBTW. The TS includes a greedy insertion heuristic from 
Kontoravdis and Bard (1995) for constructing an initial feasible solution, and a tabu search 
procedure based on three different neighborhood search heuristics: extended 2-opt, Or-opt and 
Swap. Shen (1999) proposed a two-stage meta-heuristic, RNETS, based on a route 
neighborhood structure to solve the VRPBTW. In the first stage, a nested parallel method is 
used to construct initial feasible routes from the lower bound direction. Then, those routes are 
improved by local search in the stage II. 
 
Table 1 summarizes the previous works. Most researchers adopt the insertion-based heuristics 
to construct feasible routes firstly. Several methods execute the local search heuristics to 
improve the initial solution. Meta-heuristics, such as Tabu Search (TS) and Genetic Algorithm 
(GA), present good performance on solving the VRPBTW. On the other hand, the testing 
instances almost are modified from the Solomon’s VRPTW benchmark instances (Solomon, 
1987). The size of the instances with known exact solutions is up to 100 customers. 
 
2.3 TA Meta-heuristic 
 
The Threshold Accepting (TA), a variant of the well-known Simulated Annealing (SA), was 
introduced by Dueck and Scheurer (1990). Both TA and SA belong to the generic search 
methods which would allow the overall search move through some bad solutions when bypass 
the trap of a local optimum. The essential difference between TA and SA consists of the 
different acceptance rules. TA adopts a deterministic acceptance criterion to choose a neighbor 
solution and does not require the generation of random numbers and exponential functions for 
which SA does. 
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Table 1. The Existing Solution Methods for VRPBTW 

Year Authors Methods Size of Instances 

1995 Kontoravdis and Bard Parallel Insertion (PFIH) 25, 50, 100 

1995 Gélinas et al. Column Generation 25, 50, 100 

1996 Thangiah et al. Parallel Insertion 
Local Search 

25, 50, 100, 250, 500 

1996 Potvin et al. Greedy Insertion 
Genetic Algorithm 

25, 50, 100 

1997 Duhamel and Potvin Greedy Insertion 
Local Search 
Tabu Search 

25, 50, 100 

1999 Shen Route Neighborhood 
Local Search 

100 

 
We explain the concept and procedure of TA more precise. TA is an iterative and convergent 
meta-heuristic, which guides the subordinate heuristic to search. For a cost-minimized 
problem, without loss of generalization, a feasible solution is as the current configuration, 
named Xcurrent, with value of cost function C(Xcurrent).TA firstly generates a non-increasing 
series of threshold values {Tk}. Then, TA guides the neighborhood search process moving 
from the current configuration to a new configuration, said as Xnew, which is not much worse 
than the incumbent. As shown in Figure 1, TA accepts the new configuration only if C(Xnew) is 
less than C(Xcurrent) + Tk, at iteration k. While the kth iteration of neighborhood search 
completed, TA starts the next iteration with threshold Tk+1. TA repeats the previous procedure 
until all of the thresholds in the series are adopted. 
 

 
Figure 1. Concept of Threshold Accepting 

 
Even simpler structured than SA, TA has been referenced less often. In Dueck and Scheurer 
(1990), TA was utilized to solve the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) of 442 cities and 
yielded very-near-to-optimum routes. Han and Cho (2000) presented several modifications on 
parameters setting and implementation of TA, and applied them to solve TSP and VRP 
(Vehicle Routing Problem). Moreover, Han and Cho (1999) combined TA with GDA (Great 
Deluge Algorithm) and FFS (Flip-Flop Search) to form a GIDS (Generic Intensification and 
Diversification Search) framework. The GIDS was applied to solve complicated VRPs, the 
Fleet Size and Mix Vehicle Routing Problem and the Periodic Vehicle Routing Problem (Han 
and Cho, 2002). 
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3. TA META-HEURISTIC FOR VRPBTW 
 
In this article, we propose a TA approach for solving the VRPBTW, named as TA_VRPBTW. 
The main framework of the proposed TA_VRPBTW meta-heuristic, as shown in Figure 2, 
consists of Initial Solution Constructor (ISC) module, Local Search (LS) module and 
Threshold Accepting (TA) module. In the ISC module, we modified the traditional Nearest 
Neighbor algorithm by considering the influences of time windows and the parallel 
implementation. In the LS module, we adopt 2_opt intra-route arc exchange, (1_0) and (1_1) 
inter-route node interchange, and (S_S) inter-route arc exchange procedures. Additionally, 
three TA implemental structures are designed in the TA module. 
 

 

Figure 2. Main Framework of TA_VRPBTW 
 
3.1 Initial Solution Construction Module 
 
The ISC module, which is modified from the Nearest Neighbor algorithm originally applied 
to the traditional VRP, aims to construct an initial solution of the VRPBTW. The original 
definition of nearest neighbor is really to indict the candidate node with the minimal distance 
or travel time (Christofides and Eilon, 1969). For the sake of introducing the factor of time 
window, we extend the concept of “nearest neighbor” to the following two new aspects. 
 
● The first new aspect considers that from a specific node to some candidate node, which 

has the earliest lower bound of time window, is the nearest neighbor of this specific node. 
 
● The second new aspect thinks that the nearest neighbor of a specific node is some 

candidate node whose waiting time is the minimal. Here, the waiting time means that the 
different between the lower bound of time window and the arrival time from the specific 
node to this candidate. 

 
To distinguish between these aspects, we name the algorithm under original definition of 
nearest neighbor as NN1_S, the algorithm under the first new aspect as NN2_S, and the 
algorithm under the second aspect as NN3_S, where “S” means the algorithm sequentially 
construct routes. On the other hand, NN1_P, NN2_P and NN3_P separately present the 
algorithms concurrently construct several routes under above corresponding aspects. 
Therefore, we totally design six Nearest Neighbor algorithms, i.e., NN1_S, NN2_S, NN3_S, 
NN1_P, NN2_P and NN3_P for the ISC module. 
 
We explain these aspects more precise by an example shown in Figure 3. Suppose that node A 
is the last node of the constructing route, and the finished time (ft) to serve node A is 20. 
Additionally, nodes B, C and D are candidates, which satisfy the capacity constraint if be 
included to the constructing route. According to the original definition of nearest neighbor, we 
have to select node D as the next node of the constructing route because the travel time (t = 5) 
leaving from node A is the minimal among all candidates. Under the first new aspect, node C 
is the nearest neighbor of node A because the lower bound of time window of node C (i.e., 31) 
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is the earliest among candidates. Furthermore, node B, whose waiting time (wt = 0) is the 
minimal among candidates, is the nearest neighbor of node A under the definition of second 
new aspect. 
 

 
Figure 3. An Example to Explain the Aspects of Nearest Neighbor 

 
3.2 Local Search Module 
 
The LS module, which is based on the exchange procedures, aims to improve the initial 
solution generated by the ISC module. Classical exchange procedures (Lin, 1965), such as 
2_opt, (1_0), can also be easily adapted to the VRPBTW. Hence, we adopt four exchange 
procedures: 2_opt intra-route arc exchange, (1_0) inter-route node exchange, (1_1) inter-route 
node exchange, and (S_S) inter-route arc exchange. Where, the (S_S) exchange is an 
extension of the 2_opt* exchange procedure (Thangiah et al., 1996; Duhamel and Potvin, 
1997). In order o distinguish 2_opt* from traditional 2_opt, the name of (S_S) is used instead 
of the extended 2_opt*, where (S-S) means the “segment-to-segment”. 
 
● The 2_opt exchange procedure deletes two nonadjacent arcs on the linehaul-segment (or 

backhaul-segment) in a route, and re-links the route feasibly by adding two new arcs. 
 
● The (1_0) exchange procedure extracts a linehaul (or backhaul) from one route, and inserts 

this linehaul (or backhaul) between two linehauls (or backhauls) or the last linehaul and 
the first backhaul in another route. 

 
● The (1_1) exchange procedure interchanges two nodes (linehaul or backhaul) in two 

different routes. The new locations for inserting these two nodes must satisfy the 
precedence constraint of linehaul and backhaul. 

 
● The (S_S) exchange procedure initially breaks two routes, says A and B, into four 

segments by deleting one arc in each route. Then, the first node on the rear-segment of 
route A is linked to the last node on the head-segment of route B, and the first node on the 
rear-segment of route B is linked to the last node on the head-segment of route A. Figure 4 
presents the above concept of the (S_S) exchange procedure. 

 
In Thangiah et al. (1996), the 2_opt* exchange only considers that the breakpoint in a 
route is chosen between the last linehaul and the first backhaul nodes. In Duhamel and 
Potvin (1997), the 2_opt* exchange considers that the breakpoint must not only occur 
between the last linehaul and the first backhaul on each route, but also occur between two 
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linehauls or two backhauls on both routes. In this paper, the (S_S) exchange considers 
more feasible breakpoints as follows. As shown in Figure 4, the route A can be broken 
between two linehauls (l-l), two backhauls (b-b), or the last linehaul and the first backhaul 
(l-b). In the first case, the feasible breakpoint in the other route B could occur between (l-l) 
and (l-b). In the second case, the feasible breakpoint in route B could be chosen between 
(b-b) and (l-b). Finally, in the (l-b) case, the breakpoint could occur at any location, i.e., 
(l-l), (b-b) and (l-b), in route B. 

 

 
Figure 4. Concept of (S_S) Exchange 

 
Once the generation of the neighborhood of the current solution is established, a strategy must 
be decided for the acceptance of a new solution in the neighborhood. There are two strategies 
have been adopted: (1) The first-improvement strategy selects the first solution met in the 
neighborhood that improves the objective value of the current solution; and (2) The 
best-improvement strategy checks all neighbor solutions and selects the solution that obtains 
the largest improvement in the objective value of the current solution. The best-improvement 
strategy is utilized to rule the selection of neighbor solution in the LS module. Moreover, all 
of the four exchange procedures need to satisfy the capacity and time window constraints of 
routes, too. 
 
3.3 Threshold Accepting Module 
 
The TA module, which guides the subordinate exchange procedures described in previous 
subsection, aims to intensify the process of search and escape from the captivity of the local 
optimum. As described in Subsection 2.2, the TA has to decide the times of iterations (K), and 
create a decreasing series of threshold values, {Tk}, whose length is equal to K. At each run of 
iteration, TA guides the local search procedure to accept new neighbors according to a 
specific threshold value Tk. In this study, we design three processes to implement the TA 
module, named as TA1, TA2 and TA3 (see Figure 5). 
 
● The TA1 module, as shown in Figure 5(a), sequentially executes a set of LS procedures K 

times. At each execution of iteration, this set of LS procedures accepts new neighbors 
according to the same threshold Tk. 

 
● The TA2 module, as shown in Figure 5(b), sequentially executes a set of LS procedures K 

times. At each execution of iteration, this set of LS procedures accepts new neighbors 
according to the same threshold Tk, and finally executes the LS module once. 
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● The TA3 module, as shown in Figure 5(c), separately executes a set of LS procedures in a 
specific order. At each execution of LS procedure, which consists of K runs of iteration, 
the series of threshold values {Tk} is independently adopted to rule the acceptance of new 
neighbors. 

 

 
Figure 5. Executive Framework of TA Modules 

 
As mentioned previously, there are two strategies for selecting neighbors, i.e., the 
first-improvement strategy and the best-improvement strategy. In these TA modules, we 
choose the first-improvement strategy utilized to the LS procedures. Note that the LS module 
executed in the TA2 module still adopts the best-improvement strategy. 
 
Furthermore, the decreasing pattern of the threshold series guides the generation of threshold 
values. As shown in Equation (15), a linear decreasing pattern which refers to the previous 
study of Han and Cho (2000), is proposed. Where, C(X0) is the routing time of initial solution, 
R is the fleet size of initial solution, N is the number of customers, T0 is a pre-defined initial 
threshold rate, and K is the times of iteration. The ratio of C(X0) to (N + R) means the average 
routing time of a pair of customers, which is considered as high relative to the exchange 
procedure. 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 
 
There are various different versions and parameters setting which could be designed to 
implement a meta-heuristic procedure. An important issue is which one is superior and 
powerful in solving problems. It is generally believed that empirical analysis of the average 
case is appropriate for identifying the performance of a specific procedure. Therefore, we 
adopt a series of numerical experiments to analyze the average-case performance of the 
proposed TA_VRPBTW meta-heuristic procedure. 
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4.1 Testing Instances Bank 
 
There are 81 instances, modified from a set of Solomon’s VRPTW benchmark instances, 
generated for testing and analyzing the performance of TA_VRPBTW. Solomon (1983) 
originally generated a set of 56 VRPTW instances, which are classified into three patterns of 
customers’ geographical spread: randomized (R), clustered (C), and mixed of randomized and 
clustered (RC). All of the VRPTW instances comprise 100 customer nodes with 
corresponding (x, y) coordinates, volume of demand, lower bound and upper bound of 
required time window, and a fixed amount of 10 time units for maneuvering (e.g. unload or 
load the goods at each customer location). In these instances, the traveling times are equal to 
the corresponding Euclidean distances. Real, double-precision distances were used (i.e., 
neither rounding nor truncation took place during the computations). The overall routing time 
is the sum of traveling time, waiting time, and maneuvering time. 
 
Initially, we chose three VRPTW instances, R101, C101 and RC101, from the Solomon’s 
benchmark instances. Then, the first 25, 50 and 100 customers were extracted from the 
original VRPTW instances to individually construct the base of VRPBTW instances in three 
different sizes. Sequentially, the VRPBTW instances were created by randomly assigning 30, 
50 and 70% of backhaul customers in each base. Therefore, 27 kinds of scenarios based on 
three patterns of geographical spread (R101, C101 and RC101), three sizes of instance (25, 50 
and 100 customers), and three ratios of backhaul customers (30, 50 and 70%) are available. 
We randomly generated three instances in each scenario, and finally built a bank of 81 
VRPBTW instances. Note that the capacity of vehicle for every instance is equal to 400 units. 
 
4.2 Experimental Designs 
 
As described in Section 3, there are three kinds of modules, i.e., ISC, LS and TA combined in 
the TA_VRPBTW. Where, ISC module first constructs an initial feasible solution, and then, 
this initial solution is improved by LS and TA modules. The implementation of these three 
modules is sequential. Hence, four phases of experiments are designed to identify the 
average-case performance of various modules and overall TA_VRPBTW. The quality of 
solution is represented in minimizing two objectives of the fleet size and the routing time 
respectively. 
 
● Experiment I. Six nearest neighbor procedures for ISC module are separately tested on the 

81 VRPBTW instances. The purpose of Experiment I is to identify the effects of new 
proposed aspects of nearest neighbor and parallel construction strategy. 

 
● Experiment II. Based on six initial solutions constructed by ISC module, four 

exchange-base procedures for LS module are separately tested. In Experiment II, we want 
to evaluate the performance of individual exchange procedure. 

 
● Experiment III. According to the results of Experiment II, we combine effective exchange 

procedures to a sequential execution. Experiment III aims to find out the best combination 
of these exchange procedures. 

 
● Experiment IV. Based on the results of Experiments III, three executive framework of TA 

module are tested. In Experiment IV, several parameters for implementing TA module are 
set, and the performance of the overall TA_VRPBTW is finally identified. As shown in 
Equation (15), the value of parameters T0 and K must be set. 
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Table 2 summarizes the procedures and parameters setting in four phases of experiments. 
Even though the performance of 2_opt is inferior to the other exchange procedures in 
Experiment II, we design six combinations of (1_0), (1_1) and (S_S), in which 2_opt 
intra-route exchange procedure is still executed before these three inter-route exchange 
procedures. Because that TA2 module executes more times of exchange procedures than other 
TA modules in each run, we set the times of iteration, K = 5 for TA2 and K = 10 for TA1 and 
TA3 to balance their CPU execution time. 
 

Table 2. Symbols of Procedures and Parameters for Experiments 

LS Module Parameters ISC 
Module Separation Combination 

TA 
Module T0 K

*
 

NN1_S 
NN2_S 
NN3_S 
NN1_P 
NN2_P 
NN3_P 

2_opt 
(1_0) 
(1_1) 
(S_S) 

2_opt + (1_0) + (1_1) + (S_S) 
2_opt + (1_0) + (S_S) + (1_1) 
2_opt + (1_1) + (1_0) + (S_S) 
2_opt + (1_1) + (S_S) + (1_0) 
2_opt + (S_S) + (1_0) + (1_1) 
2_opt + (S_S) + (1_1) + (1_0) 

TA1 
TA2 
TA3 

0.01 
0.05 
0.10 
0.15 
0.20 

5 
10 

* K = 5 is specific to the TA2 module, and K = 10 is set for TA1 and TA3 modules. 
 

4.3 Computational Results 

 
The proposed TA_VRPBTW meta-heuristic was coded by the Borland C++ programming 
language and tested on the bank of instances mentioned in Subsection 4.1. The numerical 
experiments were executed on a personal computer with Pentium III 932MHz CPU, 384MB 
RAM and Windows XP. 
 
Table 3 presents the numerical results of Experiment I which tests the six nearest neighbor 
procedures, i.e., three aspects of nearest neighbor implemented by sequential or parallel 
construction strategies, on 81 VRPBTW instances. Among six nearest neighbor procedures, 
NN2_P (the earliest lower bound of time window and parallel construction) performs superior 
than other procedures in both of average fleet size (13.98) and average routing time (1427.68). 
Dramatically, NN2_S (the earliest lower bound of time window and sequential construction) 
obtains the worst results in both of objectives; average fleet size is 24.56 and average routing 
time is 2104.53. Consider that the average performance of three aspects of nearest neighbor, 
NN3 (the minimal waiting time) generates the least number of vehicles (fleet size is 15.27), 
and NN1 (the minimal traveling time) expends the least routing time, 1609.10. On the other 
hand, the parallel construction strategy experiences better results (average fleet size is 17.17, 
and average routing time is 1655.55) than the sequential construction strategy does (19.80 for 
fleet size, and 1909.79 for routing time). Summarily, the overall performances of ISC module 
(six nearest neighbor procedures) are 18.49 vehicles for average fleet size and 1782.67 units 
for average routing time. It is apparent that the proposed new aspects of nearest neighbor 
(earliest lower bound of time window and minimal waiting time) and parallel construction 
strategy are effective for creating good initial solutions. 
 
Table 4 shows the computational results of Experiment II on individually testing four 
exchange procedures, i.e., 2_opt intra-route exchange, and (1_0), (1_1) and (S_S) inter-route 
exchanges. All of the exchange procedures are executed to improve the 6 initial solutions 
constructed by above six nearest neighbor procedures respectively. Judging from Table 4, 
(1_0) exchange is the best procedure in performance of fleet size (17.03) and routing time 
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(1549.73). Note that (1_0) exchange is the only one procedure which is capable of reducing 
the vehicles of fleet (percentage of improvement is 7.90%). On the other hand, all of four 
exchange procedures generate smaller routing time, in the sequence of (1_0), (1_1), (S_S) and 
2_opt, than initial solutions. The percentages of improvement in routing time are significantly 
different between exchange procedures (from 13.07%, 10.55% and 2.70% to 0.84%). Notice 
that the inferior effect on diminishing routing time of 2_opt is possibly due to the strict 
limitations of precedence and time window between the customers in the same route. Though 
that 2_opt performs poorly, we still adopt it in the following two experiments by executed 
after the ISC module done. 
 

Table 3. Results of Experiment I for Six Nearest Neighbor Procedures 

Average Fleet Size Average Routing Time Nearest 
Neighbor Sequential Parallel Average Sequential Parallel Average 

NN1 19.55 22.29 20.92 1631.52 1586.68 1609.10 

NN2 24.56 13.98 19.27 2104.53 1427.68 1766.11 

NN3 15.28 15.25 15.27 1993.33 1952.28 1972.80 

Average 19.80 17.17 18.49 1909.79 1655.55 1782.67 

St-Dev.†   2.91   182.42 
† St-Dev. denotes the standard deviation of the objective values. 
 

Table 4. Results of Experiment II for Individual Exchange Procedure 

Procedures 
Average 

Fleet Size 
Improvement 

(%) 
Average 

Routing Time 
Improvement 

(%) 

ISC Module 18.49 --- 1782.67 --- 

2_opt 18.49 0.00% 1767.74 0.84% 

(1_0) 17.03 7.90% 1549.73 13.07% 

(1_1) 18.49 0.00% 1594.67 10.55% 

(S_S) 18.49 0.00% 1734.58 2.70% 

 
In Experiment III, six combinations of (1_0), (1_1) and (S_S) inter-route exchange 
procedures are tested. Similar to Experiment II, all of the combinations are executed to 
improve six initial solutions respectively. As shown in Table 5, Combinations 
(1_1)+(S_S)+(1_0) and (1_1)+(1_0)+(S_S) gain the least average fleet size, 16.58 and 16.60 
separately. Additionally, Combination (1_0)+(S_S)+(1_1) obtains the least routing time 
(1421.45) followed by Combinations (1_1)+(S_S)+(1_0) and (1_1)+(1_0)+(S_S). The total 
averages of fleet size and routing time are 16.82 and 1446.57, as well as the corresponding 
average percentages of improvement are 9.06% and 18.85%. Such a result indicts that these 
exchange procedures of the LS module perform well in routing time than in fleet size. 
Moreover, even though the differences of performances between various combinations are 
insignificant, Combinations (1_1)+(S_S)+(1_0) and (1_1)+(1_0)+(S_S) seem to perform 
superior to others in both of objectives. 
 
In order to identify the effects of LS module on improving different initial solutions, Table 6 
summarizes the performances of ISC module and LS module according to different initial 
solutions. Each initial solution gains improvements on average fleet size and average routing 
time in varied degree. Interestingly, inferior initial solutions seem to obtain more 
improvements than superior initial solutions. This situation implies that LS module 
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diminishes the difference between various initial solutions and put it tend toward good 
direction. NN2_P still generates the least fleet size (13.93) and routing time (1307.67), but the 
worst result of fleet size (19.61) is produced by NN1_P, where NN2_S still gets the longest 
average routing time (1575.96). 
 

Table 5. Results of Experiment III for Combination of Exchange Procedures 

Combinations 
Average 
Fleet Size 

Improvement 
(%) 

Average 
Routing Time 

Improvement 
(%) 

ISC Module 18.49 --- 1782.67 --- 

2_opt+(1_0)+(1_1)+(S_S) 17.03 7.90% 1456.44 18.30% 

2_opt+(1_0)+(S_S)+(1_1) 17.03 7.90% 1421.45 20.26% 

2_opt+(1_1)+(1_0)+(S_S) 16.60 10.22% 1431.11 19.72% 

2_opt+(1_1)+(S_S)+(1_0) 16.58 10.33% 1442.38 19.09% 

2_opt+(S_S)+(1_0)+(1_1) 16.92 8.49% 1478.34 17.07% 

2_opt+(S_S)+(1_1)+(1_0) 16.73 9.52% 1449.71 18.68% 

Total Average 16.82 9.06% 1446.57 18.85% 

Standard Deviation 0.21  20.02  

 
Table 6. Improvements of Performance from ISC Module to LS Module 

Average Fleet size Average Routing Time Initial 
Solutions ISC LS Improvement ISC LS Improvement 

NN1_S 19.55 18.04 7.72% 1631.52 1411.81 13.47% 

NN2_S 24.56 19.11 22.19% 2104.53 1575.96 25.12% 

NN3_S 15.28 15.09 1.24% 1993.33 1505.80 24.46% 

NN1_P 22.29 19.61 12.02% 1586.68 1386.99 12.59% 

NN2_P 13.98 13.93 0.36% 1427.68 1307.67 8.41% 

NN3_P 15.25 15.06 1.25% 1952.28 1491.14 23.62% 

Average 18.49  16.82  9.06% 1782.67  1446.57  18.85% 

 
Due to the variety of combining ISC and LS modules (total of 36 combinations), we select 
four combinations of executing ISC and LS modules to test following Experiment IV. We 
combine NN1_P and NN2_P with 2_opt+(1_0)+(1_1)+(S_S) and 2_opt+(1_1)+(S_S)+(1_0) 
respectively to form the four executive combinations. As shown in Table 7, TA2 module 
obtains the best results on average fleet size (15.06) and average routing time (1256.28), 
followed by TA1 and TA3. The superiority of TA2 to TA1 and TA3 implies that the immediate 
compensation strategy of executing LS module for intensive search after the diverse TA 
search is an effective and efficient mechanism. 
 
Moreover, the total average percentages of improvement are 7.92% for fleet size and 6.25% 
for routing time. Although the improving ratio of TA module is smaller than that of LS 
module, the difference between various executive frameworks is continuously reduced 
(judging from the standard deviations reported in Tables 3, 5 and 7). Such a reduction implies 
that TA meta-heuristic is possibly robust and effective. 
 
Figure 6 depicts the decreasing trends of objective values in fleet size and routing time during 
the process of implementing TA_VRPBTW. For the objective of minimizing fleet size, the 
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averages are 18.49 of ISC module, 16.82 of LS module, and 15.18 of TA module. It is almost 
a linear reduction in various phases of modules. Similarly, the average routing times, which 
are 1782.67 of ISC module, 1446.57 of LS module, and 1267.09 of TA module, present a 
trend of slightly slow reduction. 
 

Table 7. Results of Experiment IV for Three TA Executive Frameworks 

Executive 
Frameworks 

Average 
Fleet Size 

Improvement 
(%) 

Average 
Routing Time 

Improvement 
(%) 

ISC + LS 16.49 --- 1351.60  --- 

TA1 15.25 7.52% 1270.84 5.98% 

TA2 15.06 8.67% 1256.28 7.05% 

TA3 15.24 7.58% 1274.14 5.73% 

Total Average 15.18  7.92% 1267.09  6.25% 

Standard Deviation 0.11  9.50  
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Figure 6. Trends of Objective Values for VRPBTW Testings 

 
Table 8 lists the qualities of solutions generated by TA modules under various parameter 
values of initial threshold rate, T0. Observing from Table 8, T0 = 0.05 performs superior to 
other values of T0 in both objectives of fleet size and routing time. Overall, the difference of 
objective values between these T0 is very slightly. It seems that the quality of solutions is 
insensitive to the parameters T0. 
 

Table 8. Computational Results of Parameters T0 

 Average Fleet size Average Routing Time 

T0 TA1 TA2 TA3 Average TA1 TA2 TA3 Average 

0.01 14.76 14.71 14.76 14.74 1272.25 1256.54 1269.71 1266.17 

0.05 14.76 14.46 14.76 14.66 1271.13 1253.75 1269.71 1264.86 

0.10 14.76 14.71 14.76 14.74 1285.94 1262.13 1269.34 1272.47 

0.15 14.76 14.71 14.76 14.74 1286.65 1265.99 1272.93 1275.19 

0.20 14.76 14.71 14.76 14.74 1286.65 1265.99 1272.93 1275.19 

 
Finally, Table 9 gives the CPU running time of executing the TA_VRPBTW according to 
different sizes of instances. As shown in Table 9, TA2 framework expends less average CPU 
times (11.06 seconds) than TA1 and TA3 frameworks. Although the CPU times of three TA 
modules are almost same in the size of 25 and 50 customers, TA2 experiences about half 
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times of TA1 or TA3 in the size of 100 customers. In average, the CPU running time of 
TA_VRPBTW is less than 20 seconds. 
 

Table 9. CPU Running Time of TA_VRPBTW (Unit: Second) 

Size of Instances TA1 Module TA2 Module TA3 Module Average 

25 0.76 0.83 0.46 0.67 

50 1.25 1.28 0.93 1.15 

100 64.81 31.07 76.74 57.54 

Average 22.27 11.06 26.04 19.79 

 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
 
This study proposed a TA (Threshold Accepting) meta-heuristic for solving VRPBTW, which 
is important in practical logistics and distributions, such as home delivery. A bank of 81 new 
VRPBTW instances is adopted to test the performance of various modules of TA_VRPBTW 
under four phases of experiments and related parameters. Findings and conclusions obtained 
from the numerical results are summarized as follows. 
 
● Our proposed new aspects of nearest neighbor, the earliest lower bound of time window 

and the minimal waiting time, can generate better initial solutions than the original aspect 
(the minimal traveling time) under the situations of Experiment I. Additionally, the 
proposed parallel construction strategy also performs well than the traditional sequential 
construction strategy. 

 
● Inter-route exchange procedures gain more improvements than intra-route exchange 

procedure. Combination of various exchange procedures to execute LS module is 
effective. According to results of Experiment III, the percentages of improvement on fleet 
size and routing time are 9.06% and 18.85% respectively. 

 
● Not only in quality of solutions but also in CPU running time, TA2 framework, which 

implements LS module once more after sequentially executing exchange procedures under 
the corresponding threshold value Tk at each run of iteration, is superior to other TA 
frameworks. 

 
● Experimental results of TA_VRPBTW experiences a trend of continuous improvement. 

The differences of qualities between various initial solutions, which are constructed by 
ISC module, are significantly diminished by following LS and TA modules. It implies that 
TA_VRPBTW is a robust and effective approach to solve the VRPBTW. 

 
There are several issues for further research: (1) practical applications of VRPBTW on the 
physical distribution. For example, the home-delivery carriers can transfer the amount of 
deliveries and pickups for customers to the demands of linehauls and backhauls, and consider 
the different time intervals of service required by customers; (2) adoption of other 
meta-heuristics, such as Tabu Search, Ant Colony System and GIDS (Cho, 2001), to design 
VRPBTW solving tools; (3) extension of the modified nearest neighbor procedures and 
parallel construction strategy to other related VRP, for example, VRPTW; and (4) 
enhancement of modules to reduce the fleet size. 
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